R elease 4.1 is the latest version of the mathematical software package Mathematica, published by Wolfram Research. At the high end of the market, it competes directly with Maple 6, as an integrated computer algebra system (CAS), and with Matlab 6, in respect of numerical capabilities. Many readers will already know that the other powerful and highly regarded CAS, Macsyma, is no longer commercially available. Earlier versions of Mathematica were reviewed by Daniel Moore [1] and myself [2] . Much has also been written in these quarterly newsletters, over the last decade, about imaginative uses of Mathematica and of related materials in the teaching of mathematics to university and college students. Mathematica is firmly established as a versatile teaching tool in many educational establishments throughout the world, in addition to the extensive use that is made of it in research and development both in universities and industry/business. 
Double Integrals
It has always been possible to perform certain double integrals as repeated integrals with appropriate limits. Often, however, it is more convenient to specify a region of integration implicitly by means of algebraic inequalities. Mathematica 4.1 contains a new package Calculus'Integration' which provides the tools to handle integration over such regions. There is also the capability to deal with piecewise functions. Figure 1 shows the integration of a function over a triangular region -the integral is simple enough that the reader can easily check the answer!
The new package has a help page containing a useful selection of examples.
Sparse Matrices
Sparse matrices are of such importance in applications, for example finiteelement methods, that many undergraduate syllabuses in numerical linear algebra now contain some discussion of their theory. In Mathematica 4.0, a sparse matrix solver was introduced in the Developer context. In the latest version further functions have been added to convert between sparse linear systems and sparse matrices. Figure 2 contains the code for generating a sparse linear system, albeit of small dimension, together with its sparse representation and solution.
The SparseLinearSolve function is orders of magnitude faster than LinearSolve when applied to large sparse systems, and utilises very much less memory.
Graphics
One of the major strengths of Mathematica from the very earliest versions has been the quality and versatility of its graphical capabilities. The new package Graphics'InequalityGraphics' provides tools for plotting regions defined by inequalities. The new functions in the package are called InequalityPlot, InequalityPlot3D and ComplexInequalityPlot. Figure 3 shows examples of two of these functions.
These examples just give an inkling of what is possible, with a little experimentation and ingenuity. There are some really quite exotic plots that can be obtained by using the Table function to put together sequences of InequalityPlots. now produces an output, albeit rather complicated in terms of Bessel functions. The earlier version of Mathematica could only solve the case where b=1.
Other improvements will probably have less relevance in the classroom, but it is worth mentioning that, for power users, there has been a speed-up in many functions when applied to large datasets. The improvements to MathML integration and other web related issues will be of interest in the research context.
